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OFA TRAILING-EC-GE FIAP ONA TRIANGUIARWING OF 

ASPEC!T RATIO 2 

By Mark W. Kelly and William H. Tolhurst, Jr. 

SUMMARY 

A wind-tunnel investigation was conducted to determine the effect 
of applying area-auction boundary-layer control to a constant-chord plain 
flap on a triangular wing of aspect ratio 2. Measurements of lift, drag, 
pitching moment, pressure distribution on the wing and flap, and suction 
requirements were made for Reynolds numbers from 9.8 to 18.2~10~. 

The results showed that with small amounts of suction applied near 
the leading edge of the flap, high lift at relatively low attitudes can 
be obtained. It was found that the flap effectiveness could be e&-ted 
by linear inviscid fluid theory. For the flap deflected so and 69' the 
flap effectiveness was 92 and 85 percent, respectively, of the theoret- -. 
ical value. Some flow separation was observed at each end of the flap. 
When this separation was partially controlled, the flap effectiveness for 
both the 59' and 6g” deflections was in good agreement with the theoret- 
ical value. It was also found that extensive regions of flow separation 
near the leading edge of the wing had no significant effect on the flap 
effectiveness as long as the flow reattached to the wing ahead of the 
30-percent-chord station. I 

The suction requirements obtained in this investigation were com- 
pared with values estimated from the data of RACA RM A53EO6, using the 
procedure outlFned in Appendix A of that report. The comparison indicated 
that this procedure is probably adequate for use in preliminary design, if 
a proper choice of reference data Is made; that is, suction requirement 
calculations for area-suction flaps on other triangular wings should be 
based upon the data of this report, and those for sweptback wings should 
be based upon the data of RACA RM A53EO6. 
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A major difficulty encountered by aircraft employing low-aspect-ratio 
triangular wings Fs the necessity of going to extremely high angles of 
attack to attain high lift coefficients. Because of this difficulty, it 
has been necessary to accept both unusually large landing attitudes and 
rather low values of wing loading for these aircraft to obtain reasonable 
landing speeds. Trailing-edge flaps have been proposed as a possible 
means of providing these w$ngs with adequate.lift-at moderate angles of 
attack, and a series of tests have been made to establish the character- 
istics of triangular-wing aircraft equipped with various types of flaps. 
The results of some of these investigations are presented in references 1, 
2, and 3. 

Recent tests of a swept wing equipped with a plain flap on which the 
boundary layer was controlled by suction through a porous area on the flap 
have shown that large increases in lift can be attained in this manner 
with only moderate expenditures of power for pumping (ref. 4). Since 
these large flap lift increments would be particularly useful on low- 
aspect-ratio triangular wings, it appeared desirable to determfne experi- 
mentally whether similar lift increments could be obtained from an area- 
suction flap applied to a wing of this type. In particular, since a large 
amount of leading-edge flow separation usually is encountered on trian- 
gular wings, it was considered important to establish the effect of this 
separation on the performance of the flap. Further, inasmuch as refer- 
ence 4 presents methods for estimating the lift increment and power 
requirements associated with this type of boundary-layer control, it 
appeared desirable to determine the extent to which these methods could be 
applied to a wing of substitially different plan form and section. 

This report presents the results of tests to determine the effective- 
ness and power requirements of area-suction boundary-layer control applied 
to a flap on a triangular wing of aspect ratio 2. Since this investiga- 
tion was in a large measure parallel to that of reference 4, a special 
effort has been made 3.n the discussion and analysis to relate these 
results to those of reference 4. 

NOTATION 

b wing span, ft 

C wing chord, ft 

c mean aerodynamic chord, i[b'2c2dy, ft 

. 
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CQ 

CD 

CL 

Q5 

cm 

% 

CP 

PO 

pz 

pP 
P 

pP 

AP 

Q 

Q 

R 

er 

sf 

S 

Sf 

% 

section normal-force coefficient, ;G P dx 
C 

drag coefficient, external drag 
%S 

lift lift coefficient, - 
%S 

lift coefficient per radian of flap deflection 

pitching-moment coefficient, computed about the quarter-chord point 
of the mean aerodynamic chord, pitching moment 

flow coefficient, & 
soa 

power coefficient, F-Pp)(Cg) 

free-stream static pressure, lb/sq f-t 

wing surface static pressure, lb/sq ft 

plenum-chamber static pressure, lb/sq ft 

Pz-PO wing pressure coefficient, - 
90 

plenum-chamber pressure coefficient, 
v 

pressure differential across porous material, lb/sq ft 

free-stream dynamic pressure, lb/sq ft 

quantity of air removed through porous surface baaed on standard 
density, cu ft/sec 

G Reynolds number, y 

distance along airfoil surface from projected flap hinge line to 
aft edge of porous opening, in. 

distance along airfoil surface from projected flap hinge line to 
forward edge of porous opening, in. 

wing area, sq ft 

flap area, sq ft 

wing area spanned by flap, sq ft 
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free-stream velocity, ft/sec 

suction-air velocity, ft/sec 

distance along airfoil chord, ft 

spanwise distance from plane of symmetry, ft 

sweep angle of flap hinge line, deg 

angle of attack of wing chord plane, deg 

flap deflection, deg 

kinematic viscosity, ft2/sec 

spanwise coordinate, 3 
b 

MODEL AND APE%RATUS 

A general view of the model installed in the Ames &O- by 80-foot 
wind tunnel is shown in figure 1. The geometrical characteristics are 
given in figure 2. Except for the flap, the wing of this model is iden- 
tical to that used in the investigation of reference 1. The fuselage 
used in reference 1 was modified by displacing the lower half downward 
18 inches to accommodate the boundary-layer-control pumping system, as 
shown in figure 2, 

Suction Flaps 

A drawing of the flap is given fn figure 3. The flaps rotated about 
a hinge on the lower surface and could be deflected to efther B" or 6g”. 
The porous material extended rearward 7.90 inches from the reference line 
for the so deflection, and 8.37 inches for the 6g” deflection. (The ref- 
erence line, shown in figure 3(a), is the vertical projection of the flap 
hinge line on the upper surface of the wing.) The chordwise extent and 
position of the porous opening for various configurations were controlled 
by covering portions of the porous material with a nonporous tape approxi- 
mately 0.003-inch thick. 

The porous material used was composed of an electroplated metal mesh 
sheet backed with white wool felt. The metal.mesh sheet was 0.008-inch 
thick, 11 percent porous, and had 4225 holes per square inch. Two felt 
backings were used. One was tapered linearly as shown in figure 3(b) and 
was made from material having the characteristics given in figure 3(c) 
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for Grade 1 felt. The other had a constant thickness of one-sixteenth 
inch and had the characteristics given in figure 3(c) for Grade 2 felt. 

PLlmp5llg system 

The boundary-layer-control pumping and ducting systems are shown in 
figures 3 and 4. Air was drawn from the flap through the wing ducts and 
plenum chamber into the blower, and then exhausted through the exhaust 
duct. The spanwise distribution of suction pressure could be controlled 
tith the valves at the entrance to the wing ducts. Since the pressure 
losses in the wine; ducts were insignificant, essentfally uniform duct 
pressure was obtained across the span of the flap wfth the valves tide 
open, and they were left in this position during most of the investigation. 
The flow quantfty was obtained by measuring the pressure drop between the 
plenum chamber and the inlet pipe to the blower. This system was cali- 
brated against standard A.S.M.E. intake orffices. Wing duct pressure 
measurements were obtained from four static pressure taps located at 24.4, 
38.0, 52.0, and 66.0 percent of the King semispan. The chordwise location 
of these orifices is shown. in figure 3(b). The pump was a modified air- 
craft engine supercharger driven by two variable-speed electric motors. 

TESTS 

Initial tests showed that the suction requirements of the boundary- 
layer control system were not significantly affected by angle of attack. 
It was also found that, for any particular porous-area configuration and 
flap deflection, there was a value of suction flow quantity above which 
significant increases in lift could not be obtained by any reasonable 
increase in flow quantity. Therefore, it was found convenient to divide 
the test program into two parts to determine, (1) the suction require- 
ments of the boundary-layer control system, and (2) the longitudinal aero- 
dynamic characterfstfcs of the model with suction applied to the flap. 

. 

The data necessary to define the suction requirements of the boundary- 
layer control system were obtained by varying compressor speed (flow quan- 
tity) at a constant angle of attack and free-stream velocity. This was 
done at uncorrected angles of attack of O" and a0 for several different 
chordwise locations and extents of porous area. For some porous-area 
configurations, these data were also obtained at a few additional angles 
of attack between 0' and 20° to show any dependence of the suction require- 
ments on angle of attack. Usually, data were taken as the flow quantity 
was reduced frcm high values to zero, but checks were made with the flow 
quantity varied in the opposite direction to detect any hysteresis effects. 
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After the suction requirements of the boundary-layer control system 
had been determined, the longitudinal aerodynsmic characteristics of the 
model were obtained. In order to expedite the tests, most of these data 
were obtained with a constant blower speed sufficient to give a flow coef- 
ficient approximately 20 percent above that required to obtain essentially 
the full flap lift increment. 

During the investigation, visual observation of the static pressures 
on the flap indicated that the flow at the ends of the flap ~8s not as 
well attached as that near the flap midspan. Therefore, a few devices 
designed to improve the flow at the ends of the flap were fnveatigated. 
Some typical results of these tests are ticluded in this report. The 
effort here ~8s to find devices which would improve the flow, rather than 
to develop any one device to its ultimate effectiveness. 

The investigation covered a range of angles of attack from O" to 24O, 
and of Reynolds numbers from 9.8 to 18.2X106. These Reynolds numbera were 
basea upon the me8n aerodyn8mic chord of the model and correspond to a 
range of free-stream dynamic pressure from 10 to 35 pounds per square 
foot. Three-component force data, suction flow quantities, and plenum- 
chamber static pressure were obtained for all configurations tested. In 
addition, pressure-distribution measurements were usually obtained on the 
wing and flap, and inside the wing ducts, 

RESULTSANDDISCUSSION 

Typical Aerodynamic Characteristics 

Typical lift, drag, and pitching-moment data are presented in fig- 
ure 5 for the model with flaps deflected so and 6g” with1 and without 
suction. 

Lift.- The data presented in figure 5 show that the use of area suc- 
tion onhe flap resulted in an appreciable Increase in lift throughout 
the angle-of-attack range investigated. (The angle of attack for ‘&ax 
was beyond the limit of the model pitching mech8nism.) The results show 
that there was a gradual reduction in flap lift increment for angles of 
attack above a0 due to a epanwiee progression of flow separation at the 
leading edge; a more detailed discussion is presented in the section 
"Effect of Leading-Edge Separation on Flap Effectiveness." The results- 
reported in reference 4 did not show an appreciable reduction in flap 
lift increment with angle of attack up to CL,~ . Unlike the King 

lUnlesa otherwise specified, data labeled "suction onI' were obtained with 
flow coefficients approximately 20 percent above that required to 
attach the flow to the flap. 
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discussed herein, the wing used in th8t investigation had no signific8n-t 
amount of leading-edge flow separation below QlELX- 

Drag.- The drag data presented in figure 5 show that the effect of 
applying area suction to the flap was generally to reduce the drag at a 
given lift coefficient. This result is directly opposite to that reported 
in reference 4 where the application of area suction to the fl8p resulted 
in a definite increase in drag for most lift coefficients. These appar- 
ently contradictory results 8re possible because, in general, the appli- 
cation of suction to the flap may change the total wing drag by (1) chang- 
ing the profile drag by controlling separation on the flap or by changing 
the separation pattern elsewhere on the wing, or (2) ch8nging the induced 
drag by ch8nging the spanwise distribution of flap lift. Since the rela- 
tive import8nce of the above factors will vary considerably with wing 
geometry, it should not be expected that boundary-layer control on the 
flap will give similar drag results on widely differing wing configura- 
tions. For the triangul8r wing it w8s found that the extent of flow sep- 
aration at the le8ding edge (end, hence, the drag due to this separation) 
was more a function of angle of attack than it was of wing lift coeffi- 
cient; thus, at the same lift coefficient, the drag was greater without 
suction since the higher angle of attack required increased the extent of 
flow separation at the leading edge. In contrast, the swept wing used in 
the investigation of reference 4 had, as noted previously, no signific8nt 
amount of leading-edge separation below the maximum lift coefficient; for 
that wing the drag increment due to suction is more than accounted for by 
the change in induced drag. 

Pitching moment.- The pitching-moment data presented in figure 5 show 
th8t the effect of applying area suction to the flap was primarily to pro- 
duce a large rearward shift of the center of pressure. There w&s no sig- 
nificant ch8nge in the static stability of the model up to an angle of 
attack of about go, where a forward shift of the 8erOdyaamic center 
occurred. This forward shift of the aerodynamic center is the result of 
a loss in lift at the wing tip and a part381 loss in effectiveness of the 
outboard portion of the flap caused by flow separation at the wing lead- 
ing edge. This ch8nge in static stability below Cb, was not obtained 
for the wing used in the investigation of reference 4. 

Lift Increment Versus Suction Requirements. 

Typical variations of lift coefficient with flow and power coeffi- 
cients are presented in figure 6. It should be noted that there is a 
value of flow or power coefficient above which significant increases in 
lift cannot be obt8ined by any reasonable incre8se of power. The coeffi- 
cients corresponding to this value are designated hereinafter as the crit- 
ical flow coefficient, C!%=it, and the critical power coefficient, CPc;it. 
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These critical values are determined, as in reference 4, 
the flow.or power coefficient at which the nearly linear 
curve begins. 

as the value of 
part of the 

present data Effect of position of porous area.- Figures 7 and 8 
sharfng the effect on CQcrit of changing the location and amount of 
porous opening. Figure 7(a) shows the effect of varying the Location of 
the forward edge of the porous opening while holding the location of the 
rearward edge fixed. Figure 7(b) shows the effect of v8ryLng the location 
of the rearward edge of the porous opentig while holding the forward edge 
fixed. Figure 8 presents the effect of varying the location of the porous 
opening while holding the width of the opening const8nt. The optimum 
position of the forward edge of the porous opening was at or slightly 
ahead of the point of minImum pressure on the flap. No similar easily 
definable point could be determined for locating the rearward edge of the 
porous opening. However, it ~88 found that relatively large variations 
of ';he location of the rearward edge of the porous opening could be tol- 
erated without severe adverse effects on either CL or CQ~=~~. All of 
these results 8re qualitatively the same as those presented in reference 4 
where they are described in more detail. 

Effect of free-stream velocity.- The variation of CL with CQ 

and Cp for various free-stream velocities is shown in figure 9. For 
the range of velocities investigated no effect could be measured. A 
similar result was also obtatied in the investigation of reference 4. 

Effect of controlling the chordwise distribution of suction-air 
velocities.- A limited investigation was made to determine the effects on 

'Qcrit and CPcrit of changing the chordwise distribution of suction-air 
velocity by utilizing tapered felts 88 discussed in Appendix B of refer- 
ence 4. The reSUltS Of this inVeStigatiOn are preSented in figure lo(&), 
and corresponding distributions of suction-air velocity (computed from 
the pressure drop acros&:the porous material) are shown in figure 10(b). 
As shown in figure 10(a), the use of tapered felts not only gave the 
expected reduction in critical flow coefficient but also resulted in a 
small loss of lift. This loss in lift is believed to be due to general 
deterioration of the model and a lack of exact duplication of test con- 
ditions, rather than to any effect of the tapered felts. Appreciable 
time had elapsed between the two tests, during which the model had been 
removed and then repLaced in the wind tunnel. No similar loss of lift 
w&s noticed in the investigation of reference 4. From figure 10(a) it 
may be concluded that the use of tapered felts gave approximately a 
;l;;;cent reductfon in C%rit but gave no reduction in power coeffi- 

. Examination of the pumping pressures showed that the use of 
tapered felts resulted in an increased pressure ratio which canceled the 
power saving from the reduction in flow coefficients. A similar result 
is discussed in Appendix B of reference 4 in more detail. As in the ref- 
erenced investigation, the increment of pumping pressure due to duct 

. 
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losses for this model was insignificant. For an actual aircraft instal- 
lation where the duct size would be more restricted, the duct losses might 
not be a negligible proportion of the total pumping head. In this event, 
the saving in power from a reduction in flow coefficient would be more 
pronounced, since the peer consumed by duct losses is a function of flow 
quantity to the third power. 

Effect of angle of attack on suction requirements.- Figure ll pre- 
sents lift coefficient as a function of flow snd power coefficients for 
various angles of attack. The data indicate that for this model there is 
little change in either CQcrit or CFcrit with angle of attack. This is 
somewhat different from the results presented in reference 4 where an 
increase in angle of attack, while not significantly affecting CQ~=~~, 
did give a reduction in pumping pressure so that there was a net reduction 
in required suction power. The explanation of this difference requires a 
quantitative knowledge of the change with lift coefficient of the dis- 
placement thickness of the boundary layer approaching the flap, and a 
knowledge of the relationship between this and the pressure distribution 
over the flap. At the present, it is possible only to infer that the 
boundary-layer displacement thickness just ahead of the flap on the tri- 
angular wing must have been less adversely affected by CL than was that 
on the 35O sweptback wing of reference 4. 

Comparison of estimated with experimental suction requirements.- 
Estimates of the suction requirements by the method2 outlined in Appen- 
dix A of reference 4 have been made for the various configurations tested 
in this investigation. In view of the large difference in plan form and 
wing section between the triangular wing and the swept wing of reference 4, 
it was not expected that these calculations would yield precise predictions 
of the suction requirements for the triangular wing. However, a compar- 
ison of these estimates with experimental data should be useful as an 
estimate of the maximum error involved in the use of this method. using 
2The method outlined in reference 4 for estimating suction requirements 

can be stated mathematically as 

CQ = CQ BJJS) co0 n, 
1 (s&3, COB (411 

?I? = p, 
cos2 Af AP 

COB2 (A& +Q 

where ( ), refers to the reference data. 
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data from reference 4 for the model with tapered felts, it was estimated 
that,3 for the triangular wing, C&crit = 0.00048 and Cpcrit = 0.0034. 
The experimental suction requirements were C!~c~i~ = 0.00040 and 
CP crit = 0.0037. This agreement between estimated and experimental suc- 
tion requirements was perhaps fortuitous and was not this close for the 
constant-thickness-felt configurations where discrepancies up to the 
order of magnitude of 50 percent were obtained. 

Effect of Leading-Edge Separation on Flap Effectiveness 

It was previously stated that at angles of attack above a0 there 
w8s some deleterious effect of flow separation at the leading edge on 
the effectiveness of the suction flap, causing both a reduction in lift- 
curve slope and in static stability (fig. 5). The pressure-distribution 
data presented in figure 12 for the wing and flap afford some information 
as to the causes of these effects. These data indicate that at a = 0.5O 
the suction flap had induced high lift on the unflapped wing section at 
80 percent of the semispan, and that at a = 8.7O this section appeared 
to have completely separated flow. Also of interest is the fact that at 
a = a.70 the flap effectiveness (as estimated by the peak pressures on 
the flap) at 65 percent of the semispan did not appear to have been 
affected by a separated-flow region at the leading edge which extended 
to approximately 20 percent of the chord. In general, it appeared that 
the suction flap ~8s not significantly affected by leading-edge separa- 
tion as long as the flow reattached to the wing ahead of the 30-percent 
wing-chord station. These observations are augmented by the tuft studies 
of figure 13 and the section Cn VS.-a data in figure 14. In figure 14, 
it is shown that the first loss of lift is on the unflapped portion of 
the wing with the outboard portion of the fl8p following shortly after. 
The midspsn of the flap (2y/b = 0.45) shows no loss in lift. In fact, 
the slope of the cn vs. a curve actually incre8ses at the angles of 
attack where flow separation and reattachment exist on the forward portion 
'Using the data given in figures 24 and 29 of reference 4 in the equations 

of footnote 2 results in the following estimated requirements for the 
triangular wing with the suction flap deflected B": 

(0.61) (l-00) = o ooo48 

cQ = o*oom7 (0.39) (0.875) l 

cp = (CQ) (-p,)= (0.~48) (7.1) = 0.0034 
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of the chord. Consideration of the above factors would appear to indi- 
cate that the loss in lift and static stability obtained from thfs model 
might be prevented, or at least delayed to higher angles of attack, by 
the use of a constant-percent-chord flap instead of a constant-chord 
flap, since this would lead to less induced loading near the wing tip. 

Flap-End Effects 

The pressure-distribution data presented in figure 12 indicated that 
the flow near the ends of the flap was not as successfully controlled by 
area suction as that near the flap midspan. This observation W&E also 
supported by tuft studies such as those presented in figure 13. Various 
area-suction-configuration changes were made to improve the flow at the 
ends of the flap, such as increasing the chordwise extent of area suction 
and changing the spanwise distribution of suction velocity so as to remove 
more boundary-layer air from these regions, but no significant improvement 
was obtained. 

Effect of fences at flap tip.- The tuft studies presented in fig- 
ure 13 show a decided inflow of air from the tip of the wing spilling 
down onto the tip of the flap. In an attempt to restrict this side flow 
onto the flap, a series of fences located at the flap tip were investi- 
gated. Data from some of these investigations are presented in fig- 
ures 15, 16, and 17. It will be noted that the lift curve in figure 15 
for the model with a full-chord fence has a pronounced jog between angles 
of attack of 6.6O and 8.7O. This jog was caused by a thick wake from an 
area of leading-edge separation tiboard of the fence flowing down along 
the fence and onto the flap. When the upper surface fence was cut back 
to begin at &C percent of the chord, the jog in the lift curve was elim- 
inated. The pressure-distribution data presented in figure 16 for O" 
angle of attack show that the fence improved the flow at both the 
65-percent- and 8C-percent-semispan stations. In addition, the fence 
altered the stalling characteristics of these two wing sections appreci- 
ably as shown by the section data of figure 17. While the fence did pro- 
vide large changes in section normal-force coefficient, the over-all 
effect on the wing was small, since only a small portion of the wing area 
was involved. 

Separation at flap root.- Relatively severe flow separation was 
encountered on the inboard end of the flap, as indicated by the pressure 
distributions for the 25-percent-semispan station in figure 12 and the 
tuft studies of figure 13. The cause of this separation was indicated 
by tuft studies and boundary-layer total-head measurements to be due to 
the inability of the fuselage boundary layer to negotiate the severe 
adverse pressure gradient caused by the flap. The resulting separation 
produced a rather large wake which spread over a sizable portion of the 
flap. An attempt to restrict the area cov'ered by this wake was mde by 



placing a trailing-edge fence on the flap at about twice the boundary- 
layer thickness from the Puselage. However, the boundary layer on the 
outboard sfde of the fence apparently separated sa that the amount of 
flow separation on the flap was increased. Figure 18 presents data for 
the model equipped tith two turning vanes placed on the fuselage so as 
to direct the fuselage boundary layer downward, parallel to the upper sur- 
face of the flap. These data show that the turning vsnes did provide a 
significant improvement in flap lift, especially for the model with the 
flap deflected 6g” where this separation at the root was severe. The 
pressure distributions presented in figure 19 for the 25-percent-span 
station indicate somewhat improved flow over the flap but not complete 
attachment. Visual observation of tufts showed no improvement in the 
flow pattern. Apparently further improvements in lift are possible here 
if sufficiently powerful control of the Puselage boundary layer can be 
obtained. 

Further investigation was made of the model with a gap 1.5 times 
the fuselage boundary-layer thickness cut between the end of the flap 
and the fuselage. Data for this configuration are presented in figure 20, 
where it is seen that the lift at O" angle of attack was not changed, 
although the flap area had been reduced by approximately 6 percent by the 
gap cutout. 

Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental Flap Lift. 

-- 

8. 

Figure 21 presents a comparison of the lift at O" angle of attack 
obtained experimentally Prom this investigation with the linear inviscid 
fluid theory of reference 5.4 It is seen that, while the effectiveness 
of the unmodified suction flap was below the theoretical estimates, the 
improvement of the Plow at the ends of the flap resulted in close agree- 
ment with theory. It should be mentioned that past experience with flaps 
on this triangular wing (Pig. 10 of ref. 3) fndicates that experimental 
lift can exceed the values estimated by the method of reference 5 by about 
20 percent. (Th e cause of this discrepancy has been suggested in refer- 
ences 3 and 5 to be due to using the two-dimensional da/d6 concept below 
%he theoretical flap effectiveness was calculated Prom 

(es. (91, ref. 5) by dividing the flap into seven spanwise strips and 
performing the integration numerically. The values of da/d6 used 
were taken from the "theoretfcal" curve on figure 3, reference 5, using 
streamwise flap-to-wing-chord ratios. 

. 
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the aspect ratios for whLch it accurately applies.) It would therefore 
be inferred that the experimental lift values given here could be 
increased by further refinements to the area-suction flap. Whether or 
not this is actually the case depends essentially on how nearly the Kutta 
condition was experlmentally satisfied across the flap span, and in the 
absence of quantitative experimental Information about this, the question 
of precisely how much more lift can be attained by flap reffnements can- 
not be answered here. 

Comparison With Other Flaps Tested on Triangular Wings 

The increment in lift at O" angle of attack obtained fram the area- 
suction flap of this investigation is ccxnpared in figure 22 with that 
obtained Prom more conventfonal-type flaps on triangular wInga of nearly 
equal aspect ratio. Since the flaps being compared are of widely differ- 
ent sizes, it is necessary to adjust the liPt coefficients of each flap 
by dividing by the ratio of flap to WFng area, Sf/S. (For the double- 
slotted flap, the flap area used was that of the main flap only.) Fig- 
ure 22 indicates that the single- and double-slotted flaps compare well 
with the area-auction flap at equal flap deflections. However, they do 
not operate as effectively at the highest flap deflection as does the 
suction flap. 

The results of a Kind-tunnel tivestigation of an aspect ratio 2 
triangular wing equipped with area-suction flaps indicated that high 
lift at relatively low attitudes can be obtained from this configuratfon 
with low suction requirements. These results were generally similar to 
those previously obtained Prom an investigation of a 35O sweptback wing 
with suction flaps (ref. 4). 

For the triangular wing at O" angle of attack with suction flaps 
deflected so, a f&p lift increment of 0.64 was attained for a flow 
coefficient of 0.00053. With the flaps deflected 6g” the corresponding 
lift increment was 0.69 for a Plow coefficient of O.OCO90. It was 
observed that there was an area of partially separated flow at each end 
of the flap, particularly at the flap root where, apparently, the fuse- 
lage boundary layer was caused to separate and transversely contaminate 
the Plow on the flap. These end effects were more severe for the flap 
deflected 6g” than they were for the B" deflection. Partial control of 
these end losses resulted in flap 1st increments of 0.71 and 0.79 for 
the flap deflected so and 6g0, respectfvely. These values were in good 
agreement with theoretIca flap lift increments estimated by invfscid 
fluid theory. In view of this agreement it is believed that the lift 
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increments of area-suction flaps on other wings can be estimated by the 
theory of reference 5 with sufficient accuracy for most design purposes. 

It was Pound that extensive regions of separation could exist on 
the wing ahead of the flap without-any significant adverse effects on 
the flap lift. This appeared to be so as long as the flow reattached to 
the wing ahead of the 30-percent-chord station. 

Estimates of the suction requirements for the flap were made by the 
procedure outlined in reference 4. Comparison of these estimates with 
results of the various configurations tested in this investigation showed 
discrepancies up to 50 percent. In view of the extreme differences in 
plan form and wing section between the models these discrepancies are not 
surprising. In general, it is believed that if suction-requirement calcu- 
lations for similar triangular wings are basedon the data Prom this 
investigation, and those for swept wingsare based on the data of refer- 
ence 4, the procedure will give results satisfactory for use in prelim- 
inary design. 

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 

Moffett Field, Calif., Jan. 25, 1954 , c 
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Figure Ii.,- Vzkw of’ triangular-ving model mounted in the WI- by 80-foot wind tunnel. 
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Figure 3.- Concluded. 
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FQure k- PhotograPh of Poroue material insert and “Lng ducts. 
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Figure 6.- Typical variation of flap lift increment with flow and power 
coefficient for two flap deflections; a = 0.5O. 
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for various free-stream velocities; a = 0;5', 6f = yg", Sf = 1.9 In., 
extent of porous area = 2.9 in. 
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Figure IO.- The effects of controlling the chordwise distribution of 
suction-air velocities; 6f.= 5g", a = 0.5O, Sf = 1.50 in., extent of 
porous area = 2.50 in. 
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model with suction; 6f = 5g". 
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Figure 17.- Variation of section normal-force coefficients with angle of 
attack tith and without a fence at the flap tip; suction on, 8f = so, 
full-chord lower-surface fence, upper-surface fence from O.lcoc to 1.OOc. 
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Figure 18.- Aerodynamic characteristics of the model with the flap deflected and uith turning 
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Figure 19.- Chordwise pressure distribution at 9 = 0.25 for the model 
with and without turning vanes at the flap root; Sf = %O, a = 0.5O, 
auction on. 
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